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Richard Roll
University of California, Los Angeles

The Hubris Hypothesis of
Corporate Takeovers*

Finally, knowledge of the source of
takeover gains still eludes us. [Jensen and
Ruback 1983, p. 47]
I.

Introduction

Despite many excellent research papers, we still
do not fully understandthe motives behindmergers and tender offers or whether they bring an
increase in aggregatemarketvalue. In their comprehensive review article (from which the above
quote is taken), Jensen and Ruback (1983) summarize the empiricalwork presented in over 40
* The earlierdraftsof this paperelicited manycomments.
It is a pleasureto acknowledgethe benefitsderivedfrom the
generosity of so many colleagues. They corrected several
conceptualand substantiveerrors in the previous draft, directed my attentionto other results, and suggestedother interpretationsof the empiricalphenomena. In general, they
provided me with an invaluable tutorial on the subject of
corporatetakeovers.The presentdraftundoubtedlystill containserrorsandomissions,but this is due mainlyto my inability to distill and convey the collective knowledgeof the profession. Among those who helped were C. R. Alexander,
Peter Bernstein, Thomas Copeland, Harry DeAngelo,
EugeneFama, KarenFarkas,MichaelFirth, MarkGrinblatt,
Gregg Jarrell, Bruce Lehmann, Paul Malatesta, Ronald
Masulis, David Mayers, John McConnell, Merton Miller,
StephenRoss, RichardRuback,SheridanTitman,and, especially, MichaelJensen, KatherineSchipper,WalterA. Smith,
Jr., and J. Fred Weston. I also benefitedfrom the comments
of the finance workshop participantsat the University of
Chicago, the University of Michigan, and DartmouthCollege, and of the referees.
(Journal of Business, 1986, vol. 59, no. 2, pt. 1)
? 1986 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved.
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The hubris hypothesis
is advanced as an explanation of corporate
takeovers. Hubris on
the part of individual
decision makers in bidding firms can explain
why bids are made
even when a valuation
above the current market price represents a
positive valuation error. Bidding firms infected by hubris simply
pay too much for their
targets. The empirical
evidence in mergers
and tender offers is reconsidered in the hubris context. It is argued that the evidence
supports the hubris hypothesis as much as it
supports other explanations such as taxes,
synergy, and inefficient
target management.
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papers. There are many importantdetails in these papers, but Jensen
and Ruback interpretthem to show overall "that corporatetakeovers
generate positive gains, that target firm shareholdersbenefit, and that
biddingfirm shareholdersdo not lose" (p. 47).
My purpose here is to suggest a differentand less conclusive interpretationof the empiricalresults. This interpretationmay not turn out
to be valid, but I hope to show that it has enough plausibilityto be at
least considered in further investigations. It will be argued here that
takeovergains may have been overestimatedif they exist at all. If there
really are no aggregategains associated with takeovers, or if they are
small, it is not hard to understandwhy their sources are "elusive."
The mechanism by which takeover attempts are initiated and consummated suggests that at least part of the large price increases observed in target firm shares might representa simple transferfrom the
biddingfirm, that is, that the observed takeover premium(tenderoffer
or mergerprice less preannouncementmarketprice of the targetfirm)
overstates the increase in economic value of the corporate combination. To see why this could be the case, let us follow the steps undertaken in a takeover.
First, the biddingfirm identifies a potential target firm.
Second, a "valuation"of the equity of the targetis undertaken.In
some cases this may include nonpublicinformation.The valuation
definitelywould include, of course, any estimatedeconomies due to
synergy and any assessments of weak managementet cetera that
might have caused a discount in the target's currentmarketprice.
Third, the "value" is compared to the current market price. If
value is below price, the bid is abandoned.If value exceeds price, a
bid is madeand becomes partof the publicrecord.The bid would not
generally be the previously determined"value" since it should include provision for rival bids, for future bargainingwith the target,
and for valuation errors inter alia.
The key element in this series of events is the valuationof an asset
(the stock) that already has an observable marketprice. The preexistence of an active market in the identical item being valued distinguishes takeover attempts from other types of bids, such as for oildrillingrights and paintings.These other assets trade infrequentlyand
no two of them are identical. This means that the seller must make his
own independentvaluation. There is a symmetry between the bidder
and the seller in the necessity for valuation.
In takeover attempts, the targetfirmshareholdermay still conduct a
valuation, but it has a lower bound, the current market price. The
bidder knows for certain that the shareholderwill not sell below that;
thus when the valuation turns out to be below the market price, no
offer is made.
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Consider what might happen if there are no potential synergies or
other sources of takeover gains but when, nevertheless, some bidding
firms believe that such gains exist. The valuation itself can then be
considered a randomvariablewhose mean is the targetfirm's current
marketprice. When the randomvariableexceeds its mean, an offer is
made; otherwise there is no offer. Offers are observed only when the
valuation is too high; outcomes in the left tail of the distributionof
valuationsare never observed. The takeoverpremiumin such a case is
simply a random error, a mistake made by the bidding firm. Most
important,the observed error is always in the same direction. Corresponding errors in the opposite direction are made in the valuation
process, but they do not enter our empiricalsamples because they are
not made public.
If there were no value at all in takeovers, why would firmsmakebids
in the first place? They should realize that any bid above the market
price represents an error. This latter logic is alluringbecause market
prices do seem to reflect rationalbehavior. But we must keep in mind
that prices are averages. There is no evidence to indicate that every
individualbehaves as if he were the rational economic human being
whose behavior seems revealed by the behavior or marketprices. We
may argue that markets behave as if they were populatedby rational
beings. But a marketactually populatedby rationalbeings is observationally equivalentto a marketcharacterizedby grossly irrationalindividual behavior that cancels out in the aggregate,leaving the trace of
the only systematicbehavioralcomponent,the smallthreadof rationality that all individualshave in common. Indeed, one possible definition
of irrationalor aberrantbehavior is independence across individuals
(and thus disappearancefrom view under aggregation).
Psychologists are constantly bombardingeconomists with empirical
evidence that individualsdo not always make rationaldecisions under
uncertainty.For example, see Oskamp(1965),Tverskyand Kahneman
(1981), and Kahneman,Slovic, and Tversky (1982). Among psychologists, economists have a reputationfor arrogancemainly because this
evidence is ignored; but psychologists seem not to appreciate that
economists disregardthe evidence on individualdecision makingbecause it usually has little predictive content for marketbehavior. Corporate takeovers are, I believe, one area of research in which this
usually valid reaction of economists should be abandoned;takeovers
reflect individualdecisions.
There is little reason to expect that a particularindividualbidderwill
refrainfrom biddingbecause he has learnedfrom his own past errors.
Althoughsome firmsengage in many acquisitions,the averageindividual bidder/managerhas the opportunityto make only a few takeover
offers duringhis career. He may convince himself that the valuationis
rightand that the marketdoes not reflect the full economic value of the
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combined firm. For this reason, the hypothesis being offered in this
paperto explain the takeover phenomenoncan be termedthe "hubris
hypothesis." If there actually are no aggregategains in takeover, the
phenomenondepends on the overbearingpresumptionof biddersthat
their valuationsare correct.
Even if gains do exist for some corporatecombinations,at least part
of the average observed takeover premiumcould still be caused by
valuationerrorand hubris.The left tail of the distributionof valuations
is truncatedby the currentmarketprice. To the extent that there are
errors in valuation, fewer negative errors will be observed other than
positive errors. When gains exist, a smallerfractionof the distribution
will be truncated than when there are no gains at all. Nonetheless,
truncation will occur in every situation in which the gain is small
enoughto allow the distributionof valuationsto have positive probability below the marketprice.
Rationalbidders will realize that valuationsare subject to errorand
that negative errorsare truncatedin repeatedbids. They will take this
into account when makinga bid. Takeoverattemptsare thus analogous
to the auctions discussed in bidding theory wherein the competing
biddersmake public offers. In the takeover situation,the initialbidder
is the market, and the initial public offer is the current price. The
second bidder is the acquiringfirm who, conscious of the "winner's
curse," biases his bid downwardfrom his estimateof value. In fact, he
frequentlyabandonsthe auction altogether,allowingthe firstbidderto
win.

In a standardauction, we would observe all cases, includingthose in
which the initial bid was victorious. Theory predicts that the winning
bid is an accurate assessment of value. In takeovers, however, if the
initialbid (by the market)wins the auction, we throw away the observation. If all bidders accounted properly for the "winner's curse,"
there would be no particularbias associated with discardingbids won
by the market;but if bidders are infected by hubris, the standardbidding theory conclusion would not be valid. Empiricalevidence from
repeated sealed bid auctions (Capen, Clapp, and Campbell 1971;and
Doughertyand Lohrenz 1976),indicatesthat biddersdo not fully incorporatethe winner'scurse. Unless there is somethingcurativeaboutthe
public nature of corporate takeover auctions, we should at least consider the possibility that the same phenomenonexists in them.
The hubris hypothesis is consistent with strong-formmarket efficiency. Financial markets are assumed to be efficient in that asset
prices reflect all informationabout individualfirms. Productand labor
marketsare assumed efficient in the sense that (a) no industrialreorganizationcan bring gains in an aggregateoutput at the same cost or
reductionsin aggregatecosts with the same outputand (b) management
talent is employed in its best alternativeuse.
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Most other explanations of the takeover phenomenon rely on strongform market inefficiency of at least a temporary duration. Either
financial markets are ignorant of relevant information possessed by
bidding firms, or product markets are inefficiently organized so that
potential synergies, monopolies, or tax savings are being ineffectively
exploited (at least temporarily), or labor markets are inefficient because gains could be obtained by replacement of inferior managers.
Although perfect strong-form efficiency is unlikely, the concept should
serve as a frictionless ideal, the benchmark of comparison by which
other degrees of efficiency are measured. This is, I claim, the proper
role for the hubris hypothesis of takeovers; it is the null against which
other hypotheses of corporate takeovers should be compared.
Section II presents the principal empirical predictions of the hubris
hypothesis and discusses supportive and disconfirming empirical results. Section III concludes the paper by summarizing the results and
by discussing various objections to the hypothesis.
II.

Evidence for and against the Hubris Hypothesis

If there are absolutely no gains available to corporate takeovers, the
hubris hypothesis implies that the average increase in the target firm's
market value should then be more than offset by the average decrease
in the value of the bidding firm. Takeover expenses would constitute
the aggregate net loss. The market price of a target firm should increase
when a previously unanticipated bid is announced, and it should decline to the original level or below if the first bid is unsuccessful and if
no further bids are received.
Implications for the market price reaction of a bidding firm are somewhat less clear. If we could be sure that (a) the bid was unanticipated
and (b) the bid conveys no information about the bidder other than that
it is seeking a combination with a particular target, then the hubris
hypothesis would predict the following market price movements in
bidding firms:
1. a price decline on announcement of a bid;
2. a price increase on abandoning a bid or on losing a bid; and
3. a price decline on actually winning a bid.
It has been pointed out by several authors, most forcefully by Schipper and Thompson (1983), that condition a above is by no means assured in all cases. Bids are not always surprises. As Jensen and Ruback
(1983, pp. 18-20) observe, this alone complicates the measurement of
bidder firm returns.
The possibility that a bid conveys information about the bidding
firm's own operations, that is, violation of condition b, is an equally
serious problem (cf. Jensen and Ruback 1983, p. 19 and n. 14). For
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example, the market might well interpret a bid as signaling that the
bidding firm's immediate past or expected future cash flows are higher
than previously estimated, that this has actually prompted the bid, and
that, although the takeover itself has a negative value, the combination
of takeover and new information is on balance positive.
Similarly, abandoning a previous bid could convey negative information about the bidding firm's ability to pay for the proposed acquisition,
perhaps because of negative events in its own operations. Losing a bid
to rivals could signal limited resources. These problems of contaminating information make it difficult to interpret bidding firm price movements and to interpret the combined price movements of bidder and
target.
A.

The Evidence about Target Firms

Let us first examine, therefore, the more straightforward implications
of the hubris hypothesis for target firms. Bradley, Desai, and Kim
(1983b) present results for target firms in tender offers that are consistent with the implications. Target firms display increases in value on
the announcement of a tender offer, and they fall back to about the
original level if no combination occurs then or later.
A similar pattern is observed in Asquith's (1983) sample of target
firms in unsuccessful mergers. These firms were targets in one or more
merger bids that were later abandoned and for whom no additional
merger bids occurred during the year after the last original bid was
withdrawn. The original merger bid announcement was accompanied
by a 7.0% average increase in target firm value that appears to be
almost entirely reversed within 60 days (fig. 1, p. 62). By the date when
the last bid is abandoned, the target's price decline amounts to 8.1%
(table 9, p. 81), slightly more than offsetting the original increase.
The result may be partially compromised by the following problem.
The "outcome date" of an unsuccessful bid is the withdrawal date of
the final offer following which no additional bid is received for 1 year.
Thus as of the outcome date the market could not have known for
certain that other bids would not arrive. However, if the market had
known that no other bids would arrive, the price decline would likely
have been ever larger, so perhaps this partial use of hindsight was not
material. In summary, target firm share behavior, as presented in Bradley et al. (1983b) for tender offers and in Asquith (1983) for mergers, is
consistent with the hubris hypothesis.
B.

The Evidence about Total Gains

The central prediction of the hubris hypothesis is that the total combined takeover gain to target and bidding firm shareholders is nonpositive. None of the evidence using returns can unambiguously test this
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predictionfor the simple reason that averagereturnsof individualfirms
do not measureaverage dollargains, especially in the typical takeover
situation in which the bidding firm is much larger (cf. Jensen and
Ruback 1983,p. 22). In some cases, the observed price increase in the
targetwould correspondto such a trivialloss to the bidderthat the loss
is bound to be hidden in the bid/ask spread and in the noise of daily
returnvolatility.
In an attemptto circumventthe problemthat returnscannotmeasure
takeover gains when bidder and target have different sizes, Asquith,
Bruner,and Mullins (1983)take the unique approachof regressingthe
bidder announcement period return on the relative size of target to
bidder. They reason that, if acquisitions benefit bidder firms, large
acquisitions should show up as having larger returneffects on bidder
firmreturns. They do find this positive relationfor biddingfirms. The
same relation is not significantfor target firms, although, as usual,
targetfirmshave much largeraveragereturns.The positive relationfor
biddingfirmsis consistent with more thanone explanation.It is consistent with the biddingfirmlosing on average, but losing less the larger
the target. Perhaps a more accurate valuationis conducted when the
stakes are large and this results in a smaller percentage loss to the
bidder. Perhapslarge targets are less closely held so that the takeover
premiumcan be smallerrelativeto the preofferprice and still convince
shareholdersto deliver their shares. Perhapsbiddersfor largertargets
have fewer rivals and can thus get away with a bidder-perceived"bargain."
The absence of any relationfor target firms is puzzling under every
hypothesis unless the entire gain accrues to the targetfirm shareholders (and Asquith et al. [1983] interprettheir results to indicate that
takeover gains are shared). If synergy is the source of gains, for example, target shareholder's returns would increase with the relative
size of its bidder-partner.
Several studies have attempted to measure aggregate dollar gains
directly. Halpern (1973)finds average marketadjustedgains of $27.35
million in a sample of mergers between New York Stock Exchangelisted firms (p. 569); the gain was calculated over a period 7 months
priorto the firstpublic announcementof the mergerthroughthe merger
consummationmonth. The standarderrorof this averagegain, assuming cross-sectional independence, was $19.7 ($173.2/\/77 [see table 3,
p. 569]). In 53 cases out of 77, there was a dollar gain.
Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1982)presentdollarreturnsfor a sampleof
162 successful tender offers from 20 days before the announcement
until 5 days after completion. The average combineddollarincrease in
value of bidderplus targetwas $17 million,but this was not statistically
significant. The $17 million gain was divided between a $34 million
average gain by targets and a $17 million average loss to bidders. The
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authorsnote that the equally weightedaveragerate of returnto bidders
is positive, though the dollar change is a loss; they argue that this can
be explained by skewness in the distributionof dollar changes.
In a revision of their 1982 paper, Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1983a)
present slightlydifferentresults. The sampleis expandedfrom 162and
183 tender offer events, althoughthe underlyingdata base appears to
be the same (698 tender offers from October 1958to December 1980).
The only stated differencein the selection of samplesis that the earlier
paperexcludes offers that are not "controloriented"(cf. Bradleyet al.
1982, p. 13; and Bradley et al. 1983a, pp. 35-36). This sample change
resultedin an average gain to targets of $28.1 millionand to biddersto
+ $5.8 million (table 9). The authors say, however, that "the distributional propertiesof our dollar gain measurespreclude any meaningful
inferences about their significance"(p. 58).
Malatesta(1983)examines the combinedchange in targetand bidder
firms before, during, and after a merger. Jensen and Ruback summarizeMalatesta'sresults as follows: "Malatestaexamines a matched
sampleof targetsand their biddersin 30 successful mergersand findsa
significantaverage increase of $32.4 million (t = 2.07) in their combined equity value in the month before and the month of outcome
announcement.... This evidence indicates that changes in corporate
control increase the combined marketvalue" (1983, p. 22).
Malatesta(1983)himself does not reach so definite a conclusion. In
fact, his overall interpretationof the evidence is that "the immediate
impact of mergerper se is positive and highly significantfor acquired
firms but larger in absolute value and negative for acquiring firms" (p.

155; emphasis added). Jensen and Ruback were referringto smaller
samples of matchingpairs. Even for this sample, Malatestasays, the
results "provide weak evidence that successful resolution of these
mergers had a positive impact on combined shareholderwealth" (p.
170;emphasisadded). In 2 monthsculminatingin boardapprovalof the
merger,the combined gain was positive, but "over the entire interval
- 60 to 0 [months],the cumulativedollarreturnis a trivial0.29 million
dollars" (p. 171). Of course, this could be due to selection bias; bidding
or acquiredfirms or both may tend to be involved in mergers after a
period of poor performance. According to Asquith's (1983) results,
however, this is true only for targets. The opposite is true for bidders;
they tend to display superiorperformancepriorto the mergerbid announcement. During the culminating merger months, the acquiring
firms' gains in Malatesta's sample were not statisticallysignificant(although the acquiredfirms' were).
Malatesta's month zero is when the board announced merger approval, not when the mergerproposalfirst reached the public. Even if
the merger per se has no aggregate value, the price reaction on approval could be positive because it signals that court battles, further
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bids to overcome rivals, and other costly events associated with hostile
mergers will not take place in this case, although their possibility was
signaled originally by the merger proposal. Malatesta does not present
evidence about the dollar reactions of the combined firm on the first
announcement of the merger proposal.
Firth (1980) presents the results of a study of takeovers in the United
Kingdom. In his sample, target firms gain, and bidding firms lose, both
statistically significantly. The average total change in market value of
the two firms in a successful combination, from a month prior to the
takeover bid through the month of acceptance of the offer, is ? - 36.6
million. No t-statistic is given for this number, but we can obtain a
rough measure of significance by using the fact that 224 of 434 cases
displayed aggregate losses. If these cases were independent, the tstatistic that the true proportion of losing takeovers is greater than 50%
is about .67.
The relative division of losses was examined by Firth (1980) in an
ingenious calculation that strongly suggests the presence of bidding
errors. The premium paid to the target firm (in ?) as a fraction of the
size of the bidding firm was cross-sectionally related to the percentage
loss in the bidding firm's shares around the takeover period. The regression coefficient was -.89 (t = -5.94). Firth concludes (p. 254),
"This supports the view that the stock market expects zero benefits
from a takeover, that the gains to the acquired firm represent an 'overpayment' and that the acquiring company's shareholders suffer corresponding losses."
Using dollar-based matched pairs of firms, Varaiya (1985) finds that
the aggregate abnormal dollar gain of targets is $189.4 million while the
average abnormal dollar loss of bidders is $128.7 million for 121 days
around the takeover announcement. The aggregate gain of $60.7
($189.4 - 128.7) is not statistically significant, on the basis of a
parametric test, though a nonparametric test does indicate significance.
Varaiya also reports a cross-sectional regression that indicates that,
the larger the target's dollar gain, the larger the bidder's dollar loss.
The regression coefficient was - .81 (t = -2.81).
To summarize, the evidence about total gains in takeovers must be
judged inconclusive. Results based on returns are unreliable. Malatesta's dollar-based results show a small aggregate gain in the months just
around merger approval in a small matched sample and an aggregate
loss in a larger unmatched sample. The interpretation of Malatesta's
results is rendered difficult by the possibility of losses or gains in prior
months, after announcement of a merger possibility but before final
approval is a certainty. Dollar-based results presented by Bradley et al.
(1982, 1983a) show a small and insignificant aggregate gain. Firth's
(1980) British results show an insignificant aggregate loss. Both Firth
(1980) and Varaiya (1985) present persuasive evidence for the exis-
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tence of overbidding.But, on balance, the existence of either gains or
losses to the combined firms involved in corporate combinationsremains in doubt.
This mixed and insignificantevidence is made even less conclusive
(if that is possible) by potential measurementbiases. There is a potential upward bias in the measured price reaction of biddingfirms (and
thus of the aggregate)caused by contaminatinginformation.There is a
potential downward bias due to prior anticipation of the takeover
event, as explained by Schipper and Thompson (1983), and another
potentialdownwardbias in some studies due to an impropercomputation of abnormalreturns (Chungand Weston 1985).These biases will
be discussed in detail next, in connection with the empiricalfindings
for biddingfirms.
C.

Evidence about Bidding Firms: The Announcement Effect

The hubris hypothesis predicts a decrease in the value of the bidding
firm. As pointed out previously, this decrease may not be completely
reflected in a marketprice decline because of contaminatinginformation in a bid, because the bid has been (partly)anticipated,or simply
because the economic loss is too smallto be reliablyreflectedin prices.
The data contain several interesting patterns. Asquith (1983) finds
that biddingfirm shares show "no consistent pattern" aroundthe announcement date, but, "in summary, bidding firms appear to have
small but insignificantpositive excess returnsat the press day" (p. 66).
Some of Asquith's other results are understandableunder the hubris
hypothesis. Before the firstmergerbid, for instance, firmswho become
successful bidders have much largerprice increases than firms whose
bids are unsuccessful. One would expect a higher level of hubris and
thus more aggressive pursuitof a target in firms that had experienced
recent good times.
Asquith's results are in conflict with those of Dodd (1980),who finds
statistically significantnegative returnsat the bid announcement.Jensen and Ruback (1983) noted the difference in results, and they asked
Dodd to check his data and computer program, which they report
(Jensen and Ruback 1983,p. 17, n. 12)he did withoutfindingan error.1
Negative bidderreturnswere also found by Eger (1983)in her study
of pure exchange (noncash) mergers. Bidding firm stock prices de1. Recently, Chungand Weston (1985)suggestedthat partof the differencein results
could be explainedby an impropercalculationof "abnormal"returnsaroundthe merger
announcement.Chung and Weston point out that the premergerperiod generallydisplays statisticallysignificantpositive returnsfor biddingfirms. If data from this period
are used to estimateabnormalreturnsat mergerannouncement,the measuredannouncement effect will be biased downward.The reporteddiffrencebetween, say, Dodd (1980)
and Asquith (1983)would be reducedby a recalculationby Dodd excludingthe preannouncementperiod. However, it probablywould not be entirely eliminated;the bias
appearsto be only a small fractionof Dodd's observed announcementeffect.
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lined, on average by about 4%, from 5 days prior to mergerbid announcement to 10 days afterward (Eger 1983, table 4, p. 563). The
decline was statistically significant.Eger suggests that the difference
between her results and Asquith's (1983) might be attributableto a
difference between mergers involving cash and pure stock exchange
mergers; and she notes that tender offers, which often involve cash,
seem to display more positive bidderstock price reactions(see below).
In his study of United Kingdomtakeovers, Firth (1980)reports statistically significantnegative bidding firm returns in the month of the
takeover announcement. Eighty percent of the bidders had negative
abnormalreturnsduringthat month, and the t-statisticfor the average
returnwas about - 5.0 (cf. Firth 1980, table 5, p. 248).
Varaiya(1985)also finds statistically significantnegative returnsfor
biddingfirms on the announcementday. He reports also that the bidder's loss is significantlylargerwhen there are rival bidders.
A recent paper by Ruback and Mikkelson (1984) documents announcement effects of corporate purchases of another corporation's
shares accordingto the stated purpose of the acquisition(filedon form
13-D with the Securities and Exchange Commission). The 2-day announcement effect for acquiring firms was positive and statistically
significantfor the 370 firms whose stated purpose was not a takeover.
In contrast, for 134 acquiringfirms indicatingan intention to effect a
takeover, the announcementeffect was negative and significant(table
4, p. 17).
Studies of individualcases have been mixed. For example, Ruback
(1982) argues that DuPont's large stock price decline in announcinga
bid to take over Conoco could be an indication that managers (of
DuPont) "had an objective function differentfrom that of shareholder
wealth maximization" (p. 24). However, he rejects this explanation
because of "the magnitude of Conoco's revaluationand the lack of
evidence that DuPont's managementbenefittedfrom the acquisition"
(p. 24). He also rejects every other explanationexcept inside information possessed by DuPont and not yet appreciatedby the market;but
even this hypothesis "cannot be confirmed since the nature of the
informationis unknown" (p. 25).
One interestingaspect of the DuPont/Conococase is that DuPont's
decline was more than offset by Conoco's gain; that is, the total gain
was positive (although the bidding firm lost). This suggests that
nonhubris factors were indeed present, bringinga total gain to the
corporatecombination,but that overbiddingwas present too, resulting
in a loss to DuPont shareholders.
The other case study by Ruback (1983) finds only a small negative
effect for Occidental Petroleum in its bid for Cities Service. Cities
Service's stock price increasedby a relativelysmallamountfor a target
firm, and the total effect was positive. Apparently, there was little
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significanthubris evidenced by Occidental (who offered only a small
premium).An interestingsidelight was the performanceof Gulf Oil, a
rival bidder who withdrew. It suffered a loss far in excess of Cities
Service's gain.
Schipperand Thompson (1983)find a positive price reaction around
the announcementthat a firmis embarkingon a programof conglomerate acquisitions. Also they observe negative price reactions of such
firmsto antimergerregulatoryevents. The two findingsare interpreted
as at least consistent with the propositionthat acquisitionsare positive
net present value projects for the biddingfirm. However, the authors
emphasize the tentative nature of their conclusion (pp. 109-11). For
example, they note that the announcementof an acquisitionprogramis
sometimes accompanied by "announcementsof related policy decisions, such as de-emphasisof old lines of business, changesin management, changes in capital structure or specific merger proposals" (p.
89). Even without such explicit contaminatinginformation,announcement of the program could be interpretedas good news about the
future profitabilityof the bidder's currentassets ratherthan about the
prospectof an undisclosedfuturetargetfirmto be obtainedat a bargain
price.

The possibility of contaminatinginformationis a central problemin
interpretingthe price movementof a biddingfirmon the announcement
date of an intended acquisition. Bidders are activists in the takeover
situation, and their announcementsmay convey as much information
about their own prospects as about the takeover. To mention one
example of the measurementproblem, mergers are usually leverageincreasingevents. It is well documentedfrom studies of other leverageincreasing events, such as exchange offers (Masulis 1980) and share
repurchases(Vermaelen1981),that positive price movementsare to be
expected. Thus to measure properlythat part of the gain of a bidding
firmin a mergerthat is attributableto the mergerper se and not to an
increase in leverage, we ought to deduct the price increase that would
have been obtainedby the same firmthroughindependentlyincreasing
its leverage by the same amount.2
The measurementproblem induced by the disparatesizes of target
and bidderis the subjectof a paperby Jarrell(1983).Jarrellarguesthat,
when a bidderis several times largerthan a target, a gain to the bidder
equal in size to the gain observed in the target can be hidden in the
noise of the bidder's return variability;that is, the t-statistic for the
bidder's effect is likely to be much smallerthan for the target's effect.
Jarrellsuggests solving this problemby adjustingthe bidder'st-statistic
upward by a factor proportionalto the relative sizes of bidder and
target. When he makes the adjustmentin his sample, bidding firms
2. I am gratefulto SheridanTitmanfor pointingout this possibility.
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display significantlypositive price movementsfrom 30 days priorto 10
days after the takeover announcement. The mean abnormal return
priorto adjustmentis 2.3%;after adjustmentit is 9.2%. Similarly,the
combined bidder and target returns become more statistically significant.
The problemwith the Jarrelladjustmentis that it can be applied to
any sample in orderto rendera sample mean of either sign statistically
significant.For example, if Firth (1980) had adjustedhis biddingfirm
returnsdownwardaccordingto the relative sizes of bidderand target,
he could have concluded that British takeovers had significantaggregate negative effects on shareholders.This does not implythat Jarrell's
conclusions are incorrect, but we are certainlyentitledto remainskeptical. Several studies have reportedpositive biddergains, and several
others have reportedlosses. Applyingthe Jarrelltechniqueindiscriminately to all of them could make the gains or losses more "significant,"
but this would simply create more confusion since the now "significant" results would disagree across studies.
D.

Evidence about Bidding Firms: Resolution of Doubtful Success

There is some evidence available to help isolate the reevaluationof a
bidding firm's own assets induced by the bid but not caused by the
proposedcorporatecombinationitself. Asquith's (1983)sampleof bidding firms in mergers is separated into successful and unsuccessful
bidders, and both samples are examined prior to bid announcement,
between announcementand mergeroutcome, and after outcome. For
the successful group, merger outcome is the actual date when the
target firm is delisted; this is presumably the effective date of the
merger.At the originalbid announcement,the marketcannot know for
sure whether such firms actually will consummatethe merger,that is,
be in the "successful" group. There is only a probabilityof success.
Between the bid announcementand the final outcome this probability
goes to 1.0 for firms in the successful group. Thus if the combination
itself has value for the bidder, these biddingfirms should increase in
value over this interim period. They do not. On average, successful
bidding firms decline in value by .5% over the interim period (see
Asquith 1983,fig. 4, p. 71; table 9, p. 81). The decrease in value is small
and statistically insignificant,but the result has economic significance
because the opposite sign must be observed if the corporatecombination per se has value. If the combinationhas substantialvalue, one
mighthave expected to observe a statisticallysignificantupwardprice
movement between bid announcement and outcome, provided, of
course, that the upward revision in probability of success is large
enough to show up.
Firms in Asquith's successful bidder group have very large prebid
returns;abnormalreturnsaverage 14.3%over a 460-dayperiodending
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20 days before the bid announcement.They have smallpositive returns
(.2%) on the announcementdate. The entire sequence of returnsfor
successful biddingfirmsis consistent with the hubrishypothesis. In the
prebid period, excellent performanceendows managementwith both
hubris and cash. A target is selected. The bid itself signals a small
upwardrevision in the market's estimate of the biddingfirm'scurrent
assets that is not completely offset by the prospect of payingtoo much
for the target. Then there is a small downwardrevision in bidderfirm
value as it becomes more probableand then certainthat the targetwill
be acquired (at too high a price).
Eckbo (1983) reports a small and insignificantdecline duringthe 3
days subsequent to the initial mergerbid. But Eckbo's "successful"
bidderis definedas one who is unchallengedon antitrustgrounds;this
may be a less relevant representationof actual success for our purposes here.
Eger (1983, p. 563) finds significantnegative bidderfirmreturnsaveraging -3.1% in the 20 days after the original announcementof a
mergerthat is ultimatelysuccessful. Most of this decline occurs in the
first 10 days after the mergerannouncement.The bonds of these firms
also decline slightly in price over the same period. This is consistent
with a price decline in the total value of the biddingfirmas it becomes
more certain that the mergerwill succeed.
The most significantprice decline between mergerproposaland outcome is reported by Dodd (1980). Successful biddingfirms decline in
value by 7.22%from 10 days before the bid is announceduntil 10 days
after the merger outcome, where outcome is defined as target stockholder approval of merger bid. The price decline is statistically
significant.In the 20 days priorto the outcome date, successful bidder
firms in Dodd's sample fall in price by about 2% (p. 124).
Evidence from papers using monthly data is more difficultto interpret, but the patterns do seem consistent with a negative price movement between mergerannouncementand successful outcome. For example, Langetieg's (1978, p. 377) biddingfirmsshow a significantprice
decline continuing in the combined firm after the merger outcome.
Similarly, Chung and Weston (1982, p. 334) report price declines between merger announcement month and merger completion in pure
conglomeratemergers. However, the decline is not statisticallysignificant.
Similarevidence is given in Malatesta(1983, table 4, p. 172).Acquiring firms in this sample have significantnegative price performancein
the period after the firstannouncementof a mergerproposal. Since the
data are monthly, the merger outcome date could be included somewhere in the sample period. This means that partof the puzzlingpostoutcome negative performancedetected by Langetieg (1978) and Asquith(1983)mightbe includedin Malatesta'stable 4 results. In tables 5
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and 6 Malatestapresents performanceresults for acquiringfirmsafter
the "first announcementof board/managementapprovalof the merger" (p. 170). The returns are strongly negative in this period. This
might not be such a puzzle if "board/managementapproval" still
leaves open the possibility of withdrawal,for then the absolute certainty of merger (and the concomitantprice drop expected under the
hubris hypothesis) would occur sometime after this particularevent
date.
In summary, duringthe interimperiod between initial bid and successful outcome, the average price movement of successful merger
bids is small, so it is not possible to draw strong implications. However, the pattern is generally consistent with the hubris hypothesis,
which predicts the observed loss in value of biddingfirm'sshares. The
loss is statisticallyinsignificantin Asquith's sample but is significantin
the samples of Dodd (1980) and Eger (1983) and in the monthly data
samples of Langetieg (1978) and Malatesta(1983).
Evidence about the interim period from tender offer studies is
mixed. One study seems to be clearly inconsistent with hubrisalone;
Bradley's (1980) sample of 88 successful biddingfirms shows a price
rise after the announcementdata and before the execution date. The
number is not given, but the plot of the mean abnormalprice index
(p. 366) indicates that the gain is approximately2%-3%.
The interim price movement of the successful acquiringfirm is reportedby Rubackand Mikkelson(1984)as - 1.07%with a t-statisticof
-2.34 (table 6). Their sample is not dichotomized by merger versus
tender offers, however, and it probablycontains some of both types of
takeovers.
The results given by Kummerand Hoffmeister (1978)for a 17-firm
matchedsample of tender offers are more difficultto interpretbecause
the data are monthly and, apparentlybecause of the small size of the
cross-sectional sample, the time series of prices relative to the event
data appears to be more variable. Abnormalreturnsare positive and
largest in the announcementmonthbut are also positive in months + 1
and +2. If the tender offer is revolved sometime during these 2
months, the results are basically the same as Bradley's (1980).Months
+ 3 to + 12 witness a decline of about 4%. If the success of the tender
offer is not known until sometime duringthis period, an interpretation
could be made similarto the one discussed above concerningAsquith's
and Dodd's samples of successful mergerbids.
An identical set of nonconclusive inferences can be drawnfrom the
monthly data of Dodd and Ruback(1977). There appearsto be a positive price movementby successful biddersjust afterthe announcement
month followed by a price decline later. The decline over the 12
monthsafter a bid amountsto - 1.32%,but it is not statisticallysignificant.
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Bradley's daily results probably represent the best available evidence against the hubrishypothesis. The detected movementis small,
but, unlike the case of merger's, the biddingfirm'sprice does increase
on averagein Bradley's sample. This is consistent with the proposition
that tender offers increase aggregate value and that some of the increase accrues to tender offer bidders. Whether the evidence is
sufficiently compelling, particularlywhen balanced against evidence
of an opposite character, is up to further investigation to decide
definitely.
One other piece of evidence from the interim period between announcementand outcome is worthy of contemplation. This is the price
behaviorof the first bidder's stock on the announcementof a rivalbid.
In their study of unsuccessful tender offers, Bradley et al. (1983b)
report a significantprice drop in the first bidder's stock. In contrast,
Rubackand Mikkelson(1984)reporta significantprice increase (table
5); however, the latter sample consists not only of ultimatelyunsuccessful bidders in tender offers but of all corporateinvestors in other
stock (includingmany who are not contemplatinga takeover).
A price drop in the first takeover bidder's stock on the announcement of a rival bid is explainableby hubris.The rival bid may set off a
bidding war that the market expects to result in a large loss for the
winner. It would be extremely informativeto observe the price reaction of the firstbidderwhen it becomes evident that the rivalbidderhas
won.
Finally, it should be noted that the price change after the resolution
of a successful bid (either mergeror tender offer) is almost uniformly
negative (cf. Jensen and Ruback 1983, table 4, p. 21) and is relatively
large in magnitude.This is a result that casts doubt on all estimates of
bidding firm returns because it suggests the presence of substantial
measurementproblems.
III. Summaryand Discussion
The purposeof this paperis to bringattentionto a possible explanation
of the takeover phenomenonof mergersand tender offers. This explanation, the hubris hypothesis, is very simple: decision makers in acquiringfirmspay too much for their targets on average in the samples
we observe. The samples, however, are not random.Potentialbids are
abandonedwhenever the acquiringfirm's valuationof the targetturns
up with a figure below the current market price. Bids are rendered
when the valuation exceeds the price. If there really are no gains in
takeovers, hubris is necessary to explain why managersdo not abandon these bids also since reflection would suggest that such bids are
likely to represent positive errors in valuation.
The hubrishypothesis can serve as the null hypothesis of corporate
takeovers because it asserts that all marketsare strong-formefficient.
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Financial markets are aware of all information.Product markets are
efficiently organized. Labor markets are characterizedby managers
being employed in their best operationalpositions.
Hubris predicts that, arounda takeover, (a) the combined value of
the target and bidder firms should fall slightly, (b) the value of the
bidding firm should decrease, and (c) the value of the target should
increase. The available empirical results indicate that the measured
combinedvalue has increasedin some studies and decreasedin others.
It has been statistically significantin none. Measuredchanges in the
prices of bidding firms have been mixed in sign across studies and
mostly of a very small order of magnitude.Several studies have reported them to be significantlynegative, and other studies have reported the opposite. Target firm prices consistently display large increases, but only if the initialbid or a laterbid is successful. Thereis no
permanent increase in value for target firms that do not eventually
enter a corporatecombination.
The interpretationof biddingfirmreturnsis complicatedby several
potential measurementproblems. The bid can convey contaminating
information,that is, informationabout the bidderratherthan about the
takeover itself. The bid can be partiallyanticipatedand thus result in
an announcementeffect smaller in absolute value than the true economic effect. Since bidders are usually much largerthan targets, the
effect of the bid can be buried in the noise of the bidder's return
volatility. There is weak evidence from the interimperiodbetween the
announcementof a merger and the merger outcome that the merger
itself results in a loss to the biddingfirm'sshareholders;but the interim
period in tender offers shows some results that favor the opposite
view. Both findingshave minimalstatistical reliability.
The final impressionone is obliged to drawfrom the currentlyavailable results is that they provide no really convincing evidence against
even the extreme (hubris) hypothesis that all markets are operating
perfectly efficientlyand that individualbiddersoccasionally make mistakes. Bidders may indicateby their actions a belief in the existence of
takeovergains, but systematic studies have providedlittle to show that
such beliefs are well founded.
Finally, I should mention several issues that have arisen as objections by others to the hubris idea. First, the hubris hypothesis might
seem to imply that managersact consciously againstshareholderinterests. Several recent papers that have examinednontakeovercorporate
control devices have concluded that the evidence is consistent with
conscious managementactions against the best interests of shareholders.3 But the hubris hypothesis does not rely on this result. It is
3. See Bradleyand Wakeman(1983),Dann and DeAngelo(1983),and DeAngeloand
Rice (1983).Linn and McConnell(1983)disagreewith the last paper.The possibilitythat
managersdo not act in the interestof stockholdershas frequentlybeen associatedwith
the takeoverphenomenon.For example, in a recent review, Lev (1983,p. 15)concludes
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sufficientthat managersact, de facto, against shareholderinterests by
issuing bids founded on mistakenestimates of target firmvalue. Managementintentionsmay be fully consistent with honorablestewardship
of corporateassets, but actions need not always turn out to be right.
Second, it might seem that the hubrishypothesis implies systematic
biases in market prices. One correspondentargued that stock prices
would be systematicallytoo high for reasons similarto those advanced
in E. M. Miller's (1977) paper. This implicationis not correct, however, for the simple reason that firmscan be eithertargetsor bidders.If
bidders offer too much, their stock price will fall ex post while their
target's price will rise. On average over all stocks, this cancels. Unless
one can predict which firms will be targets and which will be bidders,
there is no bias in any individualfirm, and there is certainlyno bias on
average over all firms.
Third, an argumentcan be advanced that the hubrishypothesis implies an inefficiencyin the marketfor corporatecontrol. If all takeovers
were prompted by hubris, shareholders could stop the practice by
forbiddingmanagersever to make any bid. Since such prohibitionsare
not observed, hubrisalone cannot explain the takeover phenomenon.
The validity of this argument depends on the size of deadweight
takeover costs. If such costs are relatively small, stockholderswould
be indifferentto hubris-inspiredbids because target firm shareholders
would gain what bidding firm shareholders lose. A well-diversified
shareholderwould receive the aggregategain, which is close to zero.
Fourth, and finally, a frequentobjection is that hubrisitself is based
on a marketinefficiencydefinedin a particularway; in the wordsof one
writer, "It seems to me that your hypothesis does not rest on strong
form efficiency, because it presumes that one set of marketbiddersis
systematically irrational" (private correspondence). This argument
contends that a marketis inefficientif some marketparticipantsmake
systematic mistakes. Perhapsone of the long-termbenefitsof studying
takeovers is to clarify the notion of marketefficiency. Does efficiency
meanthat every individualbehaves like the rational,maximizingideal?
Or does it mean instead that market interactionsgenerate prices and
allocations indistinguishablefrom those that would have been generated by rationalindividuals?
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